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ABSTRACT

(6Li,d) reaction angular distributions on target nuclei 16 < A < 90 have been an-
alyzed using both ZR- and FR-DWBA formalisms. The most prevalent method of analysis of
alpha-transfer reactions such as (6Li,d) and its reverse (d, 6Li) (where the wave function at
zero distance in the p-state of relative cluster motion in the A = 6 nuclei will not have node) is the
ZR-DWBA calculations due to the relatively short time of computation. It is of particular interest
to verify whether FR-DWUA calculations result in similar ^-values to those of ZR-DWBA or
not. It is found that to derive similar SQ-values as in FR-DWBA calculations, one requires rela-
tively large real well depth in ZR-DWBA calculations. Qualitative discussions have been made in
this direction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Among the multi-nucleon transfer reactions, four-nucliron transfer reaction (i.e. alpha-
particle, because of the high symmetry J* = 0 +,T = 0 and because of high binding energy ~ 28.0
Me V of the alpha-particles), such as (d, 6ii),(bLi,d),(iHe, 7Be) and( 7 Lt,0 have been till
now extensively studied. One comes across more frequently with (d, 6JA) and (6Li, d) data in
literatures compared to relatively low occurrence of (3 / /e , 1 Be) and(7Li,t) data among all the
alpha-transfer related data. This is explained by the fact that good momentum matching conditions
(i.e. *tr = 0) prevail in (d, 6Li) and(*Lt,([) reactions having two distinct advantages:

i) It is comparatively easy to experimentally manufacture the data.

ii) The alpha-transfer picture is supported by the success of alpha-transfer DWBA formalism in
describing experimental angular distributions v)'2) over 0 He, 1 Be) and (7 Li,t) reactions whose
angular distributions are predominandy determined by *tr = 1 and where the speclroscopic effi-
ciency of the measurements is somewhat worse.

The most widely used method of direct reaction calculation is based on the distorted wave
formalism and most of the stripping reactions employ the zero-range distorted wave calculations
because calculations based upon finite range force involve considerable numerical computations.
We have in this communication presented both ZR- and FR range calculations on target masses
16 < A < 90 to the reaction data of Table 1 in an attempt to examine whether ZR-and FR-DWBA
calculations result in similar alpha-spectroscopic factor or not.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The stripping reaction cross-section data of the present work has been taken and digitized
from the works of various authors 2)~7) presented in Table 1. The table contains the target masses,
energy of the incident6 Li beam and the sources wherel'rom the dala originated.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION

The transition amplitude for the reaction A(a,b)B in the distorted wave Born approxi-
mation (DWBA) formalism can be conveniently written in the form

Tba = dr. jdrb x[~r (kk, n) < Db\v \Aa > xl* (£., *

where xi+1 and xl^ are so so-called 'distorted waves' for the scattering states in the entrance and
exit channels. Both the distorted waves and the matrix elements of interaction V, taken between
the internal states, < Bb\V\Au > are functions of the variables f0 and n. The integration thus



extending over both the variables fa and f\ generally makes Eq.(l) a difficult six-dimensional nu-
merical integral. A simplifying assumption is made to reduce the problem such that the interaction
V has a very small range in {r^ - fM) or the internal wave functions have small ranges. This
so-called 'zero-range' assumption has the physical meaning that the particle '6' is assumed to be
emitted ai the same point at which the particle V is absorbed. In this simple case the variables fj
and fQ can be constrained such that n = (y%) ?a, where MA and M« are the masses of A and B.
The form factor or the interaction in such a situation becomes a function of only one variable and
the matrix element (1) automatically becomes a three-dimensional integral.

The zero-range approximation will be most accurate in reactions which have smalt mo-
mentum transfer, such as medium energy deuteron stripping, or inelastic scattering. It is expected
to be inaccurate for exchange terms, or for 'heavy-particle stripping* terms, because in these cases,
the form factor is not very well localized and, itself, involves small momenta. The zero-range ap-
proximation is probably also rather inaccurate in treating the contributions from reactions occurring
inside the nucleus, it probably over emphasizes the importance of such contributions.

The s state of relative cluster motion in * Li g.s. with its maximum amplitude at zero-
distance (comparable with like situation in deuteron stripping) usually is assumed to justify the
zero-range approximation. Of sufficient practical interest then is to find out how the results of
computer-time saving zero-range calculations compare themselves with those of FR-DWBA cal-
culations.

We write the transition amplitude for a (d, p) reaction:

= j dfp
r (*„, fp)pn( f») Vip( fp) V( If. - fp|)V* (|fn - rT\)X?(kt, U) . (2)

It is for the sake of convenience to introduce the compaclification such as:

with r'p, = rp - fn.

The quaniity D reduces to a delta function if the interaction V has zero-range: i.e.
O = V$d = -(4«y'2(>?/M) N £ ( v ) = - (4n) 1 / 2 ( t f /M)W; where M is the nucleon
mass and N is the asymptotic normalization factor for Ihe deuteron. A similar quantity '£?' can be
constructed for (6 Li, d) stripping reaction such as D = V$a = —(4ir)'/2( tf/Af)W; where again
M and W signify similar effects staled before but taking into account the masses of deuteron and
the alpha-particle. Thus an unknown overall normalization factor N appears in the zero-range cal-
culations, resulting in the relative values of the speclroscopic factors having no significance. This,
however, poses noexlra problem in comparing the spectroscopic factors derived from different dis-
crete potential families since the same unknown normalization factor appears in each calculation.
Finite range cak-iihtions, on ihe oilier hund, can be performed to yield absolute values of alpha-
speclroscopic factors for which a knowledge of the relative a - d wave function of the projectile
(in this specific case, (h Li, d) reaction) is required.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Calculations to the data on experimental angular distributions of (6 Li,d) reactions have
been carried out using the codes DWUCK4 8> and LOLA 9). The geometry p;irameters for *Lt
bound state have a radius parameter ro(6Lt) = 4.6 fm with diffuseness a = 0.70 fm. Deuteron
optical potential due to Hinterburger el til. l0>, taking mass and beam energy into account was
used in the exit channel. The deuteron bound state has geometry parameters such as ro (d) = 4 .6
fm with a = 0 65 fm. Different discrete potential families (different optical parameters) were
employed in the entrance channel while staying in one discrete potential family in the exit channel.
The successive discrete potential familes were generated to correspond to the phase difference 7r in
the predominant partial waves " ' . Forthe case of computation, we used the values TR = r/ = 1.30
fm, an = or = 0.65 fm and Wj = constant for the optical potentials in the entrance channel while
varying VR in keeping with discrete ambiguities to yield discrete potential families. The criterion of
judging the potential families was JR. the volume integral over the real part of Ihe optical potentials
per pair of interacting particles. For further precision to demarcate between consecutive families,
wave member is the accurate measure differing by unity.

The FR-range DWBA calculations to the experimental data result in a number of dis-
crete potential families (up to 9 discrete potential families) describing the experimental angular
distributions equivalently. The extracted Sa-values increase with the increase in potential family
(i.e. toward deeper potential families from shallower ones) as expected. ?.R- range calculations, on
the other hand, can describe the experimental angular distributions only at deeper potential family.
Both descriptions to the experimental data and the deduced 5a-value in the ZR-range calculation
converge to those of the FR-range calculations if one stays only at deeper potential family. Typical
angular distribution for •""j4r(*Li, d)*aCa reaction calculated with three distinct potential fami-
lies (family 6,7 and 8) is shown in Fig.3. Of these three calculations, calculations by family 8 both
in ZR-and FR-DWBA formalisms yield a similar quality of description to the angular distribution
and similar alpha-spectroscopic strength Sa- Real potential depth, ( VR) , imaginary depth, { Wi),
volume integral JR corresponding to potential 8 and relative Sa-values, at which both ZR- and
FR-range calculations give rise to similar descriptions and similar Sa-values, are presented in Ta-
ble 2. It is evident from Table 2 that the relative Sa-values from both the formalisms are practically
the same, or stay within less than 0.5 order of magnitude in the worse cases covered in this study,
(i.e. in the case nCa + a, the Sa-values are 0.O0K0 : {) 035 i.e. in the ratio 1 : 4 for the most
extreme case). Requirement of the relatively high value of the real well depth in ZR-range calcu-
lation in this analysis has also been stressed by Austern ct ai l2). Moreover, the mass dependence
of the deduced relative Sa-valucs in ZR-range calculations is in tune with FR-range calculations
as long as one remains within one particular potential family for both formalisms over the entire
mass region under study (PI. consult Fig.3).
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Reaction

160(6Li,d)20We
2aNt(6Li,d)uMg
1AMg(,6Li,d)nSi
26Mg(6Li,d)MSi
2*Si(6Li,d)12S
MSi(iLi,d)i4S
MAr(6Li,d)40Ca
40Ca(sLi,d)"r>
*lCal('li,d)i''Ti
"Ca^L^d^Ti
48Ca(6Li,c£)S2ri
50Cr(6£,>,d)MFe
nCr^Li,d)xFe
S4Fe(.6Li,d)MNi
nNi(6Li,d)(l2Zn
*°Ni(6Li,d)<>AZn
^Ni^Li.d^Zn
wZr(6Li,d)94Mo

E(6/,i) inMeV

32.0
32.0
36.0
36.0
32.0
36.0
28.0
32.0
32.0
32.0
32.0
28.0
28.0
28.0
28.0
28.0
28.0
32.0

References

O)
(4)
(5)
(4)
(6)
(4)
(7)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)



Table 2

FR UIKI ZR rungc alpha speciroscopic factors using the similar potential family i.e.,
same value integral Ja.

Product nucleus
A+ n

lfi0+a
2"Ne + a
2A Mg + a
^ J W j + Q
™Si + a
30Si* a
*>AT+a
wCa + a
AlCa*a
**Gu + *
" C u + o
50 6> + «
"dr+9
54 Fe + a
™Nt + a
mNi+<*
b2Ni+a

VR
MeV

4(X).2
317.7
2'J6.9
2X7.2
264.X
257.3
240.6
220.1
221.5
223.2
208.3
209.0
203.7
201.7
iw.q
193.0
1K7.1

161.7

W,
MeV

20.0
15.5
12.S
11.35
10.36
9.5

7.S
6.5
6.07
5.68
5.0
4.7
4.72
4.17
3.71
3.5
3.31
I.t5

FR -Sa

1.18
0.31
(Ml

0.17
0.083
0.13
0.061
0.020
0.0080
0.0066
0.0051
0.0028
0.0022
0.0057
0.0098
0.011
0.0077
0.0027

Jit
MeV.fm1

852.0
650.5
590.0
564.0
514.8
495.5
452.5
408.8
483.5
410.0
379.0
378.8
367.8
362.8
346.4
343.7
332.2
278.5

ZR-S*

0.40
0.165
0.28
0.12
0.18
0.12

.
0.035
0.028
0.016
0.0055
0.0037
0.010

-
-
-
*

• n p

6. .

N.U. Sa stands for the spectroscope factor of the product nucleus e.g. for mWc = l 60 © n
resulting from the reaction 1fl0(" lji,d)wNe, Deuteron and*Li-wave functions with respect to separation distances. (Tentative dia-

grams only; not to scale.)



[js/qui]

yhAr(bLi,d)'"]Ca angular distributions calculated from ihreediscreie potential families
6( ),7( )andK( ).

Relative spectroseopic factors from 7.R- and FR-range calculations; PR-calculations
(•), ZR calculations (o). The discrete potential family 8 has been used for this compur-
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